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6 CONSUL TAllON: 

7 IMPACTS: 

8 URGENCY: 

9 RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Draft Environmen1tal Impact Statement- National 
(low I short-lived intermediate) Radioactive Waste 
Repository 

. Hon John Hill MP 
Minister for Environment and Conservation 
Hon Jay Weatherill MP 
Minister for Urban Development and Planning 

To seek Cabinet approval for a South Australian 
response to be forwarded to the Commonwealth 

Nil resources reqUiired 

Response to explicitly refer to Government's 
policy position on locating a national waste 
repository in South Australia 

Departments of Urban Planning & Transport; 
Human Services, Water, Land & Biodiversity 
Conservation, Pn3mier & Cabinet; Environment 
Protection Authority; Offices of Economic 
Development and Regional Affairs 

Some adverse environmental, regional and 
community consequences could eventuate if the 
current proposal was approved and did not take 
into account the technical deficiencies identified 
by SA Government agencies. 

Within 6 day rule. Response to Commonwealth is 
required by 21 October 2002 

It is recommended that: 

4.1. Cabinet note~: 

4.1.1. As per the agreed State Government 
protocols . under · the Commonwealth's 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conse!Vation Act 1999, relevant South 
Australian Government agencies have 
reviewed the Commonwealth's draft 
Environmental Impact Statement for a 
National low level and . short-lived 
intermediate level radioactive waste 
repository. 
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4.1.2. South Australian Government agencies 
have identi'fied technical deficiencies that 
require attention by the Commonwealth. 
However, there were no technical issues 
of major significance identified that are 
likely to prohibit the Commonwealth 
Minister approving the proposal. 

4.1.3. The South Australian Government, through 
the Minister for Environment and 
Conservation, has the opportunity to 
advise thE~ Commonwealth of major 
concerns and issues under the 
Commonwealth's Environment Protection 
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. 

4.2. Cabinet approve correspondence to be 
sent to the Commonwealth: 

4.2.1. advising of the technical deficiencies; and 

4.2.2. reaffirming the South Australian 
Government's policy position that the 
proposed siting of the National radioactive 
waste repository in South Australia is not 
supported. 

JOHN HILL 

ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION 

)•/-o·fn_ 

JAY WEATHERILL 

URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 



MINUTES forming ENCLOSURE to EC02/0064CS 

TO: THE PREMIER FORCABINET 

RE: . DRAFT ENVIRONM~NTAL IMPACT STATEMENT - NATIONAL (LOW I 
.. SHORT-LIVED INTERMEDIATE LEVEL) RADIOACTIVE WASTE REPOSITORY 

1. PROPOSAL · 

1.1 For Cabinet to note that: 

1.1.1 As per the q.greed · State Government protocols under the 
Commonwealth's Environment Protection ancJ Biodiversity Conse/Vation 
Act 1999, relevant South Australian Government agenCies have reviewed 
the Commonwealth's.draft Environmental Impact Statement for a Nq.tional 
low level and short-lived intermediate level radioactive waste repository. 

t .1.2 . South Aus.tralian Government agencies have identified technical · 
deficiencies that require attention by the Commonwealth. However, there 
were no technical issues of major significance identified that are likely to 
prohibit the .Commonwealth Minister approving the proposal. 

. 1.1 .3 The South Australian Government, through the Minister for Envfronment 
and Conservation, has the opportunity to advise the Commonwealth of 
major concerns and issues under the Commonwealth's Environment 
Protection and Biodiversity ConseiVationAct 1999. 

1.2 For Cabinet to approve correspondence to be sent to the Commonwealth: 

1.2.1 Advising of the technical deficiencies; and · 

1.2.2 Reaffirming the South Australian Government's policy position that the 
proposed siting of the . National radioactive · waste repository in South 
Australia is not supported. 

2. . BACKGROUND . . .. 

State Government Policy Position 

2.1. The South Australian Government has a firm policy position; which opposes 
the .establishment of a National facility · to deposit or store either low level or 
high level radioactive waste within South Australia. Thi.s policy position has . 
been· strongly reaffirmed through: · 

• The Premier's · letter to the Prime Minister . outlining the ·State 
Government's position on this issue; 

• The . Premier's media statement issued on 8 May 2002 which indicated 
that the Commonwealth will receive no cooperation from the State 
Government on this matter; and 
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• The State Government's introduction of the Nuclear. Waste Storage ·. 
Facility (Prohibition Amendment) Bill '20.02 to put the State's opposition to 
a National radioactive waste repository into legislation which has been 
passed though . the House of Assembly. This Bill prohibits the transport 
ihto or storage of low level arid short-lived intermediate level radioactive 
waste from other jurisdictions in South Australia. 

2.2. Further, on 9 May 2002, the Ch.ief Executive, Department of the Premier and 
Cabinet issued a directive stating: "As you know th1e Government is opposed 
to the establishment of a low level Radioactive~ Waste Dump in South 
Australia. The Premier has asked me to ensure that no South Australian 
public servant is involved in any committee, group, forum or the like with the 
Commonwealth on this matter. If approached by the Commonwealth, the 
Commonwealth should be informed of the State's policy and advise that 
there will be no engagement by South Australia". 

Commonwealth Draft Environmental I'm pact Statement 

2.3. Under the Commonwealth's Environment Protection and. Biodiv.ersity 
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act), the Commonwealth is required to 
ensure that any n·uclear action they are proposing which potentially may 
have a signi.ficant impact on the environment is fully examined and taken into 
account in .decisions they make. · · 

2.4. As part of the EPBC Act assessment process, the Commonwealth released 
a draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for public consultation with 
submissions being required by 21 October 2002. This is the only opportunity 
foi public comment to be. made on the draft Environmental Impact 
Statement. 

· 2.5. Once comments are received, the Commonwealth will prepare a supplement 
for public release taking account of submissions and responding . to issues 
raised. Together with the draft EIS this will form the final EIS . . 

2.6. · The Commonwealth Minister for Environment and Heritage will then 
determine whether to approve the proposal to proceed and if approved, set 
conditions under which it may do so. · 

2.7. Licensing is also required for the siting, construc:tion and operation of th~ 
facility ·from the Commonwealth regulatory agency, Australian · Radiation 
Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency. · 

3 . . DISCUSSION 

State Gqvernment Agency Comment 

3.1. As per the agreed State Government protocols for response to any EPBC 
Act matters, Planning SA's Environmental lmpac1t Assessment Branch has 
coordinated a review of the draft Commonwealth EIS across relevant 
agencies. 
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3.2: Under the normal protocol, the results of the review would be relayed to the · 
Commonwealth through the Minister for Environment and Conservation who 

· is the lead EPBC Act Minister. · 

3.3. The following overview of comments made by agencies (which focus on the 
technicai merits of · the draft EIS) were identified as technical deficiencies 
requiring further investigation by ·the Commonwealth: 

3.3.1 Design Criteria 

The following concerns relate to the design criteria . 

• The . design philosophy adopted by the proponent creates the 
potential for environmental harm to occur as a result of leachate 
migration to the water table; in particular, the facility proposes a 
"designed to leach" approach rather than· a sealed storage cell. 

• The proponent has not supplied details of any chemicals to be 
. stored on site nor outlined measums to minknise the risk of 
spills or accidents; 

• No assessment . of the . impacts of climate change on site · 
hydrology appear to have been considered in the design of the 
facility. 

3.3.2 Groundwater 

• . The assumption that the site location has a porous medium is 
questionable. It · is more likely that the geology of the site 
should be characterised as .a fractumd rock or double porosity 
media that would impacton the assumptions made on flow and 
transport of leachate leaving the repository; · 

. .. 
• The schedule of groundwater monitoring may be incorrect . in ·· 

the ·event that fracture flow is identified; · 

• The EIS has not determined arid established a groundwater 
~xclusion zone; · 

• The EIS fails to address th~ security of the site froni an extreme 
rainfall event and in particular sheet water flow; 

• Rainfall records to be maintained for the life of the project are 
not sufficiently rigorous. 

3.3.3 · Transport · 

• The lack of information on type of transport vehicle to be used 
and implications · for possible · splitting the · configuration· of . 

·A-doubles (if used) is of concern; · · 

• ·Potential ·route selection · from NSW and associated possible 
·.· additional risks to the River Murray if an accident occurs on 

roads adjacent to the river (eg. of vehicles using the Paringa 
Bridge that has no barrier pr~venting vehicles careering into the 
river in the event of an accident) are also of concern; 

• Insufficient detail has been · providEld on the collection and · 
consolidation part of .the logistics chain within the metropolitan · 

. area. 
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3.4. No significant technical iss·ues or concerns were raised on: 

• the analysis of radiation safety and risks to people and the environment; 

• · the biological assessment of the area; or 

• the planning aspects of the proposal. 

Issues Surrounding the Draft EIS . 

3.5. The South Australian Government has a clear policy position opposing the 
establishment of this facility. However, the Commonwealth may override the 
State's position on this matter and proceed with development as there are no • 
State planning approvals required (according to advice received from the 
Crown Solicitor). 

3.6. There were no technical issues of major significance raised by Government 
Agencies in .their reviews that are likely to prohibit the Commonwealth 
Minister approving the proposal. 

3.7 . . However, the issues raised by Government agencies warrant further 
investigation and response by the Commonwealth in developing· such a 
facility. · 

3.8. Although it is recognised that making a formal submission conflicts with the 
Government's stated position, failure to formally raise these issues with the 
Commonwea.lth in the consultation on the draft EIS could lead to the fa~ility 
being constructed without due attention to important matters for operation of 
such a fadlity. · · 

·3.9. Hence it is proposed that the South Australian Government · advise the 
Commonwealth of the technical deficienCies . and strongly reaffirm the South · 
Australian Government's . policy .position that the proposed siting of the 
National . low level and short-lived intermediate _level radioactive waste 

. repository in South Australia is not supported. · 

3.10~ Other Implications and Impacts 

3.1 0.1 · Economic, Financial and Budget Implications 

There are no direct economic, financial and budget implications 
arising from the submission. · '\ 

3 . 10~2 Staffing Implications 

There are no staffing implications arising from the submission. 
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3.1 0.3. State Development, Community, Environmental, Small 
Business, Regional and Regulatory Impacts 

Some adverse environmental, ·re1gional and community 
consequences could eventuate if tl1e current proposal was 
approved and did not take into account the technical deficiencies 
identified by SA Government agencies. 

3.11 Consultation 

3.11.1 The Department of Transport and Planning (ie Planning 
SA/Transport SA), ·Department of Human Services, Environment 
Protection Authority, Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity 
Conservation were involved in the preparation of the State 
Government response to the EIS: 

3.11.2 Limited consultation has occurred regarding impacts with the Office 
of Economic Development (OED); Department of the Premier and 
Cabinet; Office for Regional DevelopmE:mt; Department of Human 
Services. 

3.12. Executive Council 

This proposal does not require Executive Council consideration . . 

4. RECOMMENDATION 

It is recommended that: 

4.1. · Cabinet note: 

4.1.1 As per the agreed State Government protocols under the 
Commonwealth's Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Consewation Act 1999, relevant South Australian Government 
agencies have reviewed , the Commonwealth's draft Environmental 
Impact Statement for a National low level and short-lived intermediate 
level radioactive waste repository. · 

4.1 .2 South Australian Government ·agencies have identified technical 
deficiencies that require attention by the Commonwealth. However, 
there were no technical issues of major significance identified that are 
likely to prohibit the Commonwealth Minister approving the proposal. 

4.1.3 The South Australian Government, through the Minister for 
Environment and Conservation (or the Premier), has the opportunity 
to advise the Commonwealth of major concerns and issues under the 
Commonwealth's Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 1999. 
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4.2. Cabinet approve correspondence to be sent to the Commonwealth: 

4.2.1 Advising of the technical deficiencies; and 

4.2.2 Reaffirming the South Australian Government's policy position that 
the proposed siting of the National radioactive waste repository in 
South Australia is not supported. 

OHN HILL 
MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT 
AND CONSERVATION 

Date: J$./o ·. 1VL. 

JAY WEATHERILL 
MINISTER FOR URBAN 
DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 

· Date: ~, I r 0 ( ~ .l-· 

In Cabinet 

2· 1 OCT 7002· 

APPROVED 


